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Asymptotic distributions of U-statistics to test for possible changes in the dis-
tribution will be derived when the change occurred. We will show that for all
possible types of kernels, symmetric, antisymmetric, degenerate, non-degenerate, the
test statistics are asymptotically normally distributed. We also study the distribu-
tion of the estimator of the time of change. Its large sample behaviour is
approximately that of the maximum of a two-sided random walk. The terms in
these random walks explain the exact nature of bias in the change-point estimator.
Several examples will be given as illustration.  2001 Academic Press
AMS 1991 subject classifications: 62E20; 60F05; 62G10.
Key words and phrases: U-statistic; degenerate and nondegenerate kernels;
change-point estimator; projection; law of iterated logarithm.
1. INTRODUCTION
Let X1 , X2 , ..., Xn be a sequence of independent random variables. We
test the null hypothesis
H0 : Xi , i=1, ..., n have d.f. F(x)
against the alternative
HA : Xi , i=1, ..., {, have d.f. F(x),
Xi , i={+1, ..., n, have d.f. G(x),
G(x){F(x) for some x.
The distribution functions F, G and the change-point { are unknown. We
assume {=[n*] for some *, 0<*<1.
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A U-statistic of degree 2 with kernel h(u, v) is defined as ( u2)
&1
1i< jn h(Xi , Xj). A closely related statistic,
Uk= :
k
i=1
:
n
j=k+1
h(Xi , X j),
is a form of generalized U-statistics. It is well suited for two-sample and
change-point problems. Cso rgo and Horva th [1] were the first to use
Uk -based statistics for change-point detection. For results and references
on U-statistics we refer the reader to Lee [14] and Serfling [18] and for
U-statistics in the change-point problem Cso rgo and Horva th [3].
Our test statistic is a functional of
Zk=Uk&k(n&k) %1 ,
where %1=Eh(X1 , X2), and let the estimator of {={(n) be {^={^(n)=
min[k: Zk=max1in Zi].
Ferger and Stute [8] showed that under fixed alternatives and a
bounded kernel, |{^(n)&{(n)|=O(log n), a.s. Until now only Ferger studied
the consistency of these tests. Local alternatives were examined in Ferger
[4]. In the case of the antisymmetric kernel Ferger [5] showed con-
sistency, and in [6] two-parameter Gaussian approximation was given. He
could not derive the asymptotic distributions, in fact, the problems solved
in this paper were deemed to be intractable in Ferger [6] (see Example 4,
p. 343). Our conditions are less restrictive than the ones used in the above
literature. The conclusion that we may draw from our two theorems is that
U-statistic-based change-point tests exhibit a behavior similar to those of
rank, sign, cumulative sum and likelihood based tests. For references on
these we again refer the reader to the monograph of Cso rgo and Horva th [2].
As usual in the theory of U-statistics, we will consider the cases of
symmetric kernels,
h(x, y)=h( y, x), &<x, y<, (1.1)
and antisymmetric kernels,
h(x, y)=&h( y, x), &<x, y<. (1.2)
Kernels of U-statistics can be nondegenerate or degenerate. Let h 1(t)=
Eh(X1 , t)= h(u, t) dF(u) and h 2(t)=Eh(X{+1 , t)= h(u, t) dG(u). We have
Var h 1(X1)>0 (1.3)
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in the nondegenerate case, whereas if
Var h 1(X1)=0 (1.4)
then we have a degenerate kernel. Under the null hypothesis of no change
the different types of kernels give U-statistics with completely different large
sample behavior. (See Cso rgo and Horva th [2] for the results.) However,
under the alternative HA , if
Var h 1(X{+1)>0 or Var h 2(X1)>0, (1.5)
then a unified treatment is possible for all types of kernels.
In Theorem 1 we show the asymptotic normality of max1kn Zk under
HA . Theorem 2 shows that {^&{ behaves as the place where a two-sided
random walk takes its maximum. The terms are different for negative and
positive indices. Their distribution depends on distribution functions F, G,
the change-point parameter *, and kernel h. The asymmetry in the distribu-
tion of {~ &{ was noted by Ferger [6].
Assume that all integrals are finite; specifically, we assume that
Eh2(X1 , X2), Eh2(X{+1 , X{+2), Eh2(X1 , X{+1);
Eh(X1 , X{+1) h(X1 , X{+2)<. (1.6)
When we use the antisymmetric kernel, then
%1=Eh(X1 , X2)=0, %2=Eh(X{+1 , X{+2)=0,
and for consistency we need that
%12=Eh(X1 , X{+1)>0. (1.7)
The condition for consistency in case of symmetric kernel is
%12 {%2 , (1.8)
and for asymptotic normality
*(%12&%1)&(1&*)(%2&%1)>0 (1.9)
gives a sufficient condition.
Note that (1.6)(1.9) are weak conditions on the kernel h(u, v). Our
theorem below proves that the asymptotic distribution of max1kn Zk is
the same as that of Z{ , which is the test statistic we would use if { were
known.
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In the proof we will need the following technical conditions when (1.3)
is satisfied, i.e., when the kernel is nondegenerate:
E[h 21(X1) log log( |h 1(X1)|+1)]<
and
E[h 22(X{+1) log log( |h 2(X{+1)|+1)]<. (1.10)
For easy reference we will organize our assumptions into four groups:
(A1) Eqs. (1.2), (1.3), (1.5), (1.6), (1.7), and (1.10);
(A2) Eqs. (1.2), (1.4), (1.5), (1.6), and (1.7);
(A3) Eqs. (1.1), (1.3), (1.5), (1.6), (1.8), (1.9), and (1.10); and
(A4) Eqs. (1.1), (1.4), (1.5), (1.6), (1.8), and (1.9).
Conditions for symmetric kernels are in (A3) and (A4) for non-
degenerate and degenerate kernels, respectively. Conditions in the case of
antisymmetric kernels are collected in (A1) and (A2) for nondegenerate
and degenerate kernels, respectively.
Theorem 1. Under HA , if one of (A1), (A2), (A3), (A4) is satisfied,
then
|{(n)&{^(n)|=OP(1),
and as n  
max1kn Zk&{(n&{)(%12&%1)
n32(D21*(1&*)
2+D22*
2(1&*))12
 D N(0, 1),
where
D21 =| \| h(u, v) dG(v)+
2
dF(u)&%212=Var h 2(X1),
D22=| \| h(u, v) dF(u)+
2
dG(v)&%212=Var h 1(X{+1).
Theorem 2. Under HA , if (A1) or (A2) is satisfied, then as n  
{^(n)&{(n) D !1 ,
and if (A3) or (A4) is satisfied, then as n  ,
{^(n)&{(n) D !2 ,
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where
!1 =arg max { :
&k
i=&1 _&| h(X&i , u) dH(u)& ,
:
l
i=1 _&| h(u, X{+1) dH(u)& , k, l=1, 2, ...=
!2=arg max { :
&k
i=&1 _* | h(u, X&i) dF(u)&(1&*)
_| h(u, X&i) dG(u)+(1&*) %1&*%1& ,
:
l
i=1 _(1&*) | h(X{+i , v) dG(v)&* | h(X{+i , v) dF(v)
&(1&*) %2+*%1 & , k, l=1, 2, ...= .
Hinkley [11] discusses how to calculate the distribution of the place
where a two-sided random walk takes its maximum. Ferger [7] assumed
that the kernel is bounded and uniformly continuous and derived the
asymptotic distributions of Theorem 2. We shall now present some applica-
tions of these theorems.
Example 1. Assume that the distribution F is symmetric about zero.
When testing for a change to a distribution G that is not symmetric about
zero, one may use the symmetric kernel h(u, v)= 12 (u+v), which gives the
Walsh averages. The parameters are %1=E( 12 (X1+X2))=0, %2=E(
1
2 (X{+1+
X{+2))=EX{+1 , and %12= 12%2 . Condition (1.8) requires that %2>0, condi-
tion (1.9) that *> 23 . Asymptotic variance terms in Theorem 1 are
D21=
1
4 Var(X1), D
2
2=
1
4 Var(X{+1). In Theorem 2 the terms with negative
index in the two-sided random walk are distributed as
Y&1=\*&12+ X1&
1&*
2
%2 ,
while terms with positive index are distributed as
Y1=\12&*+ X{+1&
1&*
2
%2 .
Example 2. When testing for a change in variance, we may use the
symmetric kernel h(u, v)= 12 (u&v)
2. It is usually nondegenerate, but when
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(Var X1)2=E(X1&EX1)4 the kernel is degenerate. Calculations give
%1=Var X1 , %2=Var X{+1 , %12= 12[EX
2
1&2(EX1)(EX{+1)+EX
2
{+1]. The
terms of asymptotic variance in Theorem 1 are
D21 =
1
4 EX
4
1+(EX
2
1)(EX{+1)
2+ 14 (EX
2
{+1)
2&(EX 31)(EX{+1)
+ 12(EX
2
1)(EX
2
{+1)&(EX1)(EX{+1)(EX
2
{+1)&%
2
12 ,
D22=
1
4 EX
4
{+1+(EX
2
{+1)(EX1)
2+ 14 (EX
2
1)
2&(EX 3{+1)(EX1)
+ 12 (EX
2
1)(EX
2
{+1)&(EX{+1)(EX1)(EX
2
1)&%
2
12 .
In Theorem 2, terms of the random walk with negative index are dis-
tributed as
Y&1 =*[ 12X
2
1&(EX1) X1+
1
2EX
2
1]
&(1&*)[ 12X
2
1&(EX{+1) X1+
1
2EX
2
{+1]+(1&*) %1&*%1 ,
and terms with positive index are distributed as
Y1 =(1&*)[ 12X
2
{+1&(EX{+1) X{+1+
1
2 EX
2
{+1]
&*[ 12 X
2
{+1&(EX1) X{+1+
1
2X
2
1]&(1&*) %2+*%1 .
Example 3. Testing for change in location of continuous random
variables one may use antisymmetric kernel h(u, v)=sgn(u&v). In this
case %1=%2=0, and we assume that 0<%12=2P(X{+1X1)&1. Calcula-
tions give D21=4 Var G(X1), D
2
2=4 Var F(X{+1). Terms in the two-sided
random walk of Theorem 2 are distributed as
Y&1=&(1&*)[2G(X1)&1]&*[2F(X1)&1]
and
Y1=*[2F(X{+1)&1]+(1&*)[2G(X{+1)&1],
respectively, for negative and positive indices.
Example 4. The symmetric kernel
h(u, v)=| [I(ux)&F(x)][I(vx)&F(x)] dF(x)
is used to write the Crame rvon Mises’ statistic
n | (Fn(x)&F(x))2 dF(x)=
1
n
:
n
i=1
:
n
j=1
h(Xi , Xj)
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as a V-statistic. The asymptotically equivalent U-statistic is [( n2)]
&1 i< j
h(Xi , Xj), and the related generalized U-statistic is Uk=ki=1 
n
j=k+1 h(Xi ,
Xj). This kernel is degenerate as h 1(t)#0, so D2=0.
Horva th and Shao [12] calculated the asymptotic null-distribution of
(2 log log n)&12 max1kn |Uk |(k(n&k))12. Under the alternative %1=0,
%12=0 and %2=& (G(x)&F(x))
2 dF(x)>0, so max Uk does not satisfy
our conditions. If D1>0, that is, if (1&F(X1)) G(X1)+X1 (1&F(u))dG(u)
+ 12F
2(X1) is not a constant, then Lemma 1 gives
n&32U{ D1  D N(0, 1), n  ,
and by the MannWald theorem
n&32 |U{ |D1 D |N(0, 1)|, n  .
As the mean function of the process [Uk , k=1, ..., {] is zero and that of
[Uk , k={+1, ..., n] is [(k&{)(n&k) %2 , k={+1, ..., n], we conclude
that while the modified Crame rvon Mises statistic is not useful for change-
point estimation and for the two-sample problem, it still gives a consistent
test of H0 .
Example 5. Gombay and Liu [9] considered a generalization of rank
statistics for randomly right censored data in change-point analysis. Their
test statistic can be defined as a generalized U-statistic with antisymmetric
nondegenerate kernel h(Xi , Xj)=I(Xi>Xj , $j=1)&I(Xi<Xj , $i=1),
where $i=1 if Xi is censored, and 0 otherwise. Results similar to
Theorem 1 were derived there. From our Theorem 2 the distribution of
{^&{ is the distribution of the place of the maximum of a two-sided ran-
dom walk. Terms with negative index are distributed as &(1&*) G (X1)&
(1&*)(1&G(X1)) $1 , while terms with positive index are distributed as
&*(1&F(X{+1)) ${+1&*F (X{+1), where F and G are subdistribution
functions of X1 and X{+1 , defined as F (u)=P(X1u, $1=1) and G (u)=
P(X{+1u, ${+1=1), respectively. For more detailed discussion we refer
the reader to Gombay and Liu [9].
2. PROOFS
Without loss of generality we shall assume %12&%1>0.
Lemma 1. Under HA , if (1.1) or (1.2) is satisfied and D1>0 or D2>0,
then
U{&{(n&{) %12
n32(D21*(1&*)
2+D22*
2(1&*))12
 D N(0, 1), n  .
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Proof. For the case D1>0 and D2>0 the lemma was proved by
Lehmann [15] and Lee [14]. We now extend the proof for the case when
D1>0 or D2>0.
U{&{(n&{) %12 = :
{
i=1
:
n
j={+1
(h(Xi , Xj)&%12)
=_ :
{
i=1
:
n
j={+1
h(Xi , Xj)&{ :
n
j={+1
h 1(Xj)&
+_{ :
n
j={+1
(h 1(X j)&%12)&
=[An&Bn]+Bn .
Note that
Bn=E(An | Fn), Fn=_(X{+1 , ..., Xn),
hence An&Bn and Bn are orthogonal. As Bn is a partial sum of i.i.d. r.v.’s,
when D2>0 by the central limit theorem we have
1
{ - n&{
Bn
D2
D N(0, 1), as n  .
When D2=0, then Bn=0.
For the asymptotics of An&Bn , let
+n =E { :
n
j={+1
h(X1 , Xj) | Fn== :
n
j={+1
h 1(Xj),
(_n*)2=Var { :
n
j={+1
h(X1 , Xj) | Fn= .
Assume _n*>0. For
Wi=
1
_n* - n \ :
n
j={+1
h(Xi , Xj)&+n+ , i=1, ..., {,
we have that
:
{
i=1
E(W i | Fn)=0,
:
{
i=1
Var(W i | Fn)=1,
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and as Wi , i=1, ..., {, are conditionally independent, given Fn , the conditional
Lindeberg condition holds. Hence from Dvoretzky [3] (cf. Theorem 2.4.1
in Sen [17]) we get that the central limit theorem holds for An&Bn .
Calculations give
_n*
D1
 P 1, n  .
When _n*=0, then Wi=nj={+1 (h(Xi , Xj)&h 1(Xj))=0, so An&Bn=0.
In Lemmas 24 we will consider the case when D1>0 and D2>0. When
one of them is zero the’ modification is almost trivial, hence it will be omitted.
In Lemma 2 we gather a few results for later reference.
Lemma 2. Under the conditions of Lemma 1, if D1>0 then
{ 
[{t]
i=1

n
j={+1
h(Xi , Xj)&[{t] +n
n32D1(1&*) *12
, 0<t<1= D [W(t), 0<t<1], (2.1)
where W(t) is a Wiener process.
sup
0<t<1
n&32 \ :
[{t]
i=1
:
n
j={+1
h(Xi , X j)&[{t](n&{) %12+=OP(1) (2.2)
min
1k{

k
i=1
:
n
j={+1
h(Xi , X j)&k(n&{) %12
n - k - log log k
=OP(1). (2.3)
Proof. Relation (2.1) follows from McLeish [16] (cf. Theorem 2.4.2 in
Sen [17]); Relation (2.2) follows from the fact that sup0<t<1 |W(t)|=
OP(1) and
[{t](+n&(n&{) %12)
- { (n&{) D2
=O(1)
:
n
j={+1
(h 1(Xj)&%12)
- n&{ D2
=OP(1)
by the central limit theorem.
For (2.3) we write
:
k
i=1
:
n
j={+1
(h(Xi , Xj)&%12)
= :
k
i=1
:
n
j={+1
(h(Xi , X j)&h 1(Xj))+k :
n
j={+1
(h 1(X j)&%12).
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For the second term the central limit theorem gives
max
1k{
k12
(n log log k)12
1
n12 } :
n
j={+1
(h 1(Xj)&%12)}=OP(1).
Conditionally, given, Fn=_(X{+1 , ..., Xn), nj={+1 (h(Xi , Xj)&h 1(Xj)),
i=1, ..., {, are i.i.d. r.v., hence given Fn ,
lim inf
k<{
k  
1
(n&{) D1(k log log k)12
_ :
k
i=1
:
n
j={+1
(h(Xi , X j)&h 1(Xj))=&1 a.s.,
by the law of iterated logarithm. This will then hold unconditionally also,
and we get (2.3).
Lemma 3. Under HA , if (A1) or (A2) is satisfied, then
|{^(n)&{(n)|=OP(1).
Proof. We will prove the claim by showing
lim
K  
lim sup
n  
P[ max
1k{&K
Uk max
{&K<k<{+K
Uk]=0 (2.4)
and
lim
K  
lim sup
n  
P[ max
{+Kkn
Uk max
{&K<k<{+K
Uk]=0. (2.5)
We consider (2.4) first. Let
Vi= :
n
j=1
h(Xi , Xj), i=1, ..., {,
and we have for k{,
Uk= :
k
i=1
Vi= :
k
i=1
:
k
j=1
h(X i , Xj)+ :
k
i=1
:
n
j=k+1
h(Xi , Xj),
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as kernel h is antisymmetric. Note that Vi , i=1, ..., {, are identically dis-
tributed although not independent.
P[ max
1k{&K
Uk max
{&K<k<{+K
Uk]
P[ max
1k{&K
Uk max
{&K<k{
Uk]
=P { max1k{&K :
k
i=1
V i max
{&K<k{
:
k
i=1
Vi=
=P {0 1n - K min1k{&K :
{&K
i=k+1
Vi
+
1
n - K
max
{&K<k{
:
k
i={&K+1
Vi= (2.6)
For 1k{ consider
:
k
i=1
Vi = :
k
i=1
:
{
j=1
h(Xi , X j)+ :
k
i=1
:
h
j={+1
h(Xi , X j)
=Rnk+Tnk . (2.7)
The first term Rnk behaves as a U-statistic under H0 , so for the case of non-
degenerate kernels from Theorem 2.4.12 of Cso rgo and Horva th [2] we get
that
1
- N
1
n
max
1kN
|Rnk |=OP((log log N)12). (2.8)
When we have a degenerate kernel, from Theorem 2.1 of Janson and
Wichura [13] we get
1
n
max
1k{
|Rnk |=OP(1). (2.9)
The term Tnk in (2.7) behaves as the generalized U-statistic under two-
sample alternatives, so by (2.3) of Lemma 2 we conclude that
1
n - K
TnK =
1
n - K
:
K
i=1
:
n
j={+1
(h(X i , Xj)&%12)+
K
n - K
(n&{) %12
=OP((log log K)12)+- K C, C>0.
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Combining the last equation with (2.8) or (2.9), we get
1
n - K
max
{&K<k{
:
k
i={&K+1
Vi 
1
n - K
:
{
i={&K+1
Vi
=OP((log log K)12)+- K C, (2.10)
where C>0 is a constant that does not depend on n, but does depend on *.
Next consider
1
n - K
min
1k{&K
:
{&K
i=k+1
Vi
=
1
n - K
min \ min1k{&2K :
{&K
i=k+1
Vi , min
{&2K<k<{&K
:
{&K
i=k+1
Vi+ .
We have
1
n - K
min
{&2K<k<{&K
:
{&K
i=k+1
Vi

1
n - K
min
{&2K<k<{&K
:
{&K
i=k+1
:
{
j=1
h(Xi , Xj)
+
1
n - K
min
{&2K<k<{&K
:
{&K
i=k+1
:
n
j={+1
h(Xi , Xj)
=OP((log log K)12), (2.11)
as the first term is OP((log log K)12) by (2.8) and the second is OP(1) (1)
by the same argument as that leading to (2.10) and noting that C>0. It
remains to study
1
n - K
min
1k{&2K
:
{&K
i=k+1
Vi
=
1
n - K
min
1k{&2K \ :
{&K
i=k+1
:
{
j=1
h(Xi , Xj)
+ :
{&k
i=k+1
:
n
j={+1
h(Xi , Xj)+
=nK min1k{&2K \n&32 :
{&K
i=k+1
:
{
j=1
h(X i , Xj)
+n&32 :
{&K
i=k+1
:
n
j={+1
h(Xi , X j)+
=nK Qn, K .
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By Theorem 2.4.10 of Cso rgo and Horva th [2] we get
min
1k{&2K
n&32 :
{&K
i=k+1
:
{
j=1
h(Xi , Xj)
D const._ inf
0<t<1
B(u), n  ,
where B(u) denotes a Brownian bridge, and by Lemma 2
min
1k{&2K
n&32 :
{&K
i=k+1
:
n
j={+1
h(X i , Xj)OP(1)+- K C,
where C>0 does not depend on n. Hence for any =>0 if K is large enough,
then lim supn   P(Qn, K0)<=, so also
lim sup
n  
P \nK Qn, K0+<=. (2.12)
Putting (2.6) and (2.10)(2.12) together we obtain (2.4).
As ni=1 Vi=0 and
Uk= :
k
i=1
Vi=& :
n
i=k+1
V i ,
relation (2.5) is a symmetrical version of (2.4), so its proof is the same.
Hence it will be omitted.
Now we will consider symmetric kernels and for notational convenience
let
.(x, y)=h(x, y)&%1
and
Zk=Uk&k(n&k) %1= :
k
i=1
:
n
j=k+1
.(Xi , Xj).
By (1.8) E.(X1 , X{+1)=%12&%1>0.
Lemma 4. Under HA , if (A3) or (A4) is satisfied, then
|{^(n)&{(n)|=OP(1).
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Proof. Again, we show that
lim
K  
lim sup
n  
P[ max
1k{&K
Zk max
{&K<k<{+K
Zk]=0 (2.13)
and
lim
K  
lim sup
n  
P[ max
{+Kkn
Zk max
{&K<k<{+K
Zk]=0. (2.14)
We prove (2.13) first. Using the symmetry of . we have
P[ max
1k{&K
Zk max
{&K<k<{+K
Zk]
P[ max
1k{&K
ZkZ{]
=P[_k, 1k{&K : ZkZ{]
=P {_k, 1k{&K : :
k
i=1
:
{
j=k+1
.(Xi , Xj)
 :
{
i=k+1
:
n
j={+1
.(X i , Xj)=
=P {0 1n - K min1k{&K _& :
k
i=1
:
{
j=k+1
.(Xi , Xj)
+ :
{&K
i=k+1
:
n
j={+1
.(X i , Xj)+ :
{
i={&K+1
:
n
j={+1
.(Xi , Xj)&= . (2.15)
Note that
min
1k{&K
& :
k
i=1
:
{
j=k+1
.(Xi , X j)= min
1k{&K
R*nk
behaves as the minimum of U-statistics under H0 with symmetric kernel.
For the nondegenerate case, Theorem 2.4.3 of [2] gives
min
1kN
1
n - 2
R*nk=OP((log log N)12). (2.16)
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We will again use the relation, that for any numbers ak ,
min
1k{&K
ak=min( min
{&2K<k<{&K
ak , min
1k{&2K
ak).
By (2.16)
1
n - K
min
{&2K<k<{&K
:
{
i=k+1
:
k
j=1
(&.(X i , Xj))
=OP((log log K)12), (2.17)
and by Lemma 2 and (1.8),
1
n - K
min
{&2K<k<{&K
:
{&K
i=k+1
:
n
j={+1
.(X i , Xj)=OP(1). (2.18)
Next consider the event
{0 1n - K min1k{&2K _& :
{
i=k+1
:
k
j=1
.(Xi , X j)
+ :
{&K
i=k+1
:
n
j={+1
.(X i , Xj)&=
={0 min1k{&2K \
({&k) log log({&k)
K +
12
__ 1n(({&k) log log({&k))12 :
{
i=k+1
:
k
j=1
(&.(Xi , Xj))
+
1
n(({&k) log log({&k))12
:
{&K
i=k+1
:
n
j={+1
(.(X i , Xj)&(%12&%1))
+
(n&{)({&K&k)
n(({&k) log log({&k))12
(%12&%1)&= .
The first double sum in the square brackets is OP(1) by the proof of
Theorem 2.4.3 of [2]. The second double sum is OP(1) by Lemma 2, while
the last term is const._(({&k)log log({&k))12, where the constant does
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not depend on n or K. Hence, for every =>0, if we choose K large enough,
then the expression in the square brackets is positive with probability at
least 1&=, that is,
1
n - K
min
1k{&2K _ :
{
i=k+1
:
k
j=1
(&.(Xi , X j))
+ :
{&K
i=k+1
:
n
j={+1
.(Xi , X j)&
&
=OP(1), (2.19)
where [x]&=&min(0, x). It remains to consider the last double sum in
(2.15). By Lemma 1
1
(n&{) D1 - K _ :
{
i={&K+1
:
n
j={+1
.(Xi , X j)
&K(n&{)(%12&%1)&D N(0, 1)
as K  , hence
1
n - K
:
{
i={&K+1
:
n
j={+1
.(Xi , Xj)=OP(1)+- K C, (2.20)
for some C>0 that does not depend on n or K.
Putting (2.15) and (2.17)(2.20) together we get (2.13) in, the case of the
nondegenerate kernel. When the kernel is degenerate (2.17) and the first
term in (2.19) are replaced by
1
n - K
min
1k{&K
:
{&K
i=k+1
:
k
j=1
(&.(Xi , Xj))=OP(1),
which we get from Hall [10].
For the proof of (2.14) we reorder the observations and introduce
X i*=Xn&i , Zk* = :
k
i=1
:
n
j=k+1
(h(X i* , X j*)&%1),
{*=n&{.
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Then
max
{+Kkn
Zk = max
1k{*&K
Zk* ,
max
{&K<k<{&K
Zk= max
{*&K<k<{*+K
Zk*.
Hence the proof of (2.14) is similar to that of (2.13), with the exception
that
E(h(Xi , Xj)&%1)=0, i, j{,
but
E(h(X i*, X j*)&%1)=%2&%1 , i, j<{*.
To see the effect of this, as in (2.15) consider the event
{0 1n - K min1k{*&K _& :
k
i=1
:
{*
j=k+1
(h(X i* , X j*)&%2)
&k({*&k)(%2&%1)+ :
{*&K
i=k+1
:
n
j={*+1
(h(X i* , X j*)&%1)
+ :
{*
i={*&K+1
:
n
j={*+1
(h(X i* , X j*)&%1)&= .
The different random terms above behave as the symmetrical versions; the
constants that arise are
1
n - N
[({*&K&k)(n&{*)(%12&%1)&k({*&k)(%2&%1)]

{*&k
- K
[*(%12&%1)&(1&*)(%2&%1)]>0
by (1.9), which concludes the proof of the lemma.
Proof of Theorem 1. By Lemma 1 we only have to show that
1
n32 { :
{
i=1
:
n
j={+1
& :
{^
i=1
:
n
j= {^+1
h(Xi , Xj)==oP(1).
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Proof of Theorem 2. As |{^&{|=OP(1) by Lemmas 3 and 4, it is suf-
ficient to give a large sample approximation of our process in such a
neighborhood of the true change point when we investigate the distribution
of the change-point estimator. First we consider antisymmetric kernels.
When k{,
1
n
(Uk&U{)=
1
n { :
k
i=1
:
n
j=k+1
h(Xi , Xj)& :
{
i=1
:
n
j={+1
h(Xi , Xj)=
=
1
n { :
k
i=1
:
{
j=k+1
h(Xi , Xj)& :
{
i=k+1
:
n
j={+1
h(X i , Xj)=
=
1
n
:
{
i=k+1 { :
k
j=1
(&1) h(Xi , Xj)& :
n
j={+1
h(Xi , Xj)=
= :
{
i=k+1 {&
k
n
1
k
:
k
j=1
h(Xi , Xj)&
n&{
n
1
n&{
:
n
j={+1
h(Xi , Xj)= .
As |{^(n)&{(n)|=OP(1), we may consider only the range of k, for which
k
n
=
k&{
n
+
{
n
 *.
By the strong law of large numbers, as k  
1
k
:
k
j=1
h(Xi , Xj)  | h(Xi , v) dF(v)
a.s. conditionally given Xi , and as n  
1
n&{
:
n
j={+1
h(Xi , Xj)  | h(Xi , v) dG(v)
a.s. conditionally given Xi .
So given _(Xk+1 , ..., X{), when k is large
:
{
i=k+1 {
k
n
&1
k
:
k
j=1
h(Xi , Xj)&
n&{
n
1
n&{
:
n
j={+1
h(Xi , Xj)=
= :
{
i=k+1
(&1) | h(Xi , u) dH(u)+oP(1),
where H(u)=*F(u)+(1&*) G(u), using again that |k&{|=OP(1).
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Similarly, when k>{
1
n { :
k
i=1
:
n
j=k+1
h(Xi , Xj)& :
{
i=1
:
n
j={+1
h(Xi , Xj)=
=
1
n { :
k
i={+1
:
n
j=k+1
h(Xi , Xj)& :
{
i=1
:
k
j={+1
h(Xi , Xj)=
=& :
k
i={+1
| h(u, Xi) dH(u)+oP(1),
conditionally, given _(X{+1 , ..., Xk).
For the symmetric kernel and k{,
1
n
(Zk&Z{)= :
{
i=k+1 _
k
n
1
k
:
k
j=1
h(Xi , X j)&
n&{
n
1
n&{
_ :
n
j={+1
h(Xi , Xj)+(1&*) %1&*%1+oP(1)&
= :
{
i=k+1 _* | h(X i , u) dF(u)&(1&*) | h(Xi , u) dG(u)
+(1&*) %1&*%1+oP(1)& .
For k>{,
1
n
(Zk&Z{)= :
k
i={+1 _
n&k
n
1
n&k
:
n
j=k+1
h(Xi , Xj)
&
{
n
1
{
:
{
j=1
h(Xi , Xj)&\n&{n +
{&k
n
&
{
n+ %1 &
= :
k
i={+1 _(1&*) | h(Xi , u) dG(u)&* | h(Xi , u) dF(u)
&(1&*) %1+*%1+oP(1)& ,
by the same arguments as in the antisymmetric case.
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